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SEPTEMBER 2016 

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 

A very warm welcome to the November issue of The Romsey Modeller. 

Firstly, our apologies for publishing the magazine late this month, but time was taken up with small 
model show in the Midlands! 

I’m writing this just a few days after returning from the Scale Model World exhibition in Telford. I’m 
sure I can write with confidence that this year was our most successful to date; We had 7 members 
staying for the duration of the two day show and we were provided with 55 models to display including 
some from an additional 6 modellers (more if you tot up the eight involved in the group build), so it 
was truly was a club effort. My thanks go to all that were part of this great weekend for the club. It’s 
taken 3 years to get to this point after our first display there in 2013, but I hope this success will 
encourage others to make it a worthwhile weekend away for themselves too. 

A special mention must 
go to Richard Stewart 
who, with his first ever 
entry in competition at 
Telford, won his class 
with his USS Hornet 
diorama – beating off 
some other quality 
entries too. We all knew 
he could do it; it just 
took us sometime to 
convince him! Richard 
enters his Nimitz next 
year…..heaven help the 
other competitors!!  

I figure by the time you 
read this, the annual 
competition will have 
already taken place. It’s 
one of the highlights on 

the club’s event calendar and I hope you’ve enjoyed it, especially if this year marks the first occasion 
that you’ve attended the late November meeting.  We’ll announce the class winners and vote for best 
in show next month.    

See you all in the middle of the week.  

Paul 

Club President 

  

 

Richards magnificent USS Hornet...the opposition were sunk without a trace..... 
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This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. 
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we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. 
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects. 
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 CLUB NEWS  

FLEET AIR ARM MUSEUM SHOW 15TH OCTOBER 2016  

Unlike last year we were well equipped to tackle the autumn Yeovilton show, with 6 attending to 
display, and cleverly we used 6 foot of the 24 foot we booked to set up a trade table!! 

 Dave, Richard, Lee. Keith, Mark and myself pitched up in Hall 2 in front of the Corsair (it had been 
rotated since February’s show) at around 08:30 for set up, but not before some parking shenanigans 
with an overzealous parking attendant who insisted all exhibitors parked on the grass outside of the 
Swordfish dining area…..only to realise later that they had asked for the front row of cars to be too 
close to the outside dining tables….  

A quick thinking Mark realised we had 2 tables of differing heights, and with my assistance, deftly 
swapped the two out with others on nearby exhibiting tables!! We displayed our mix of armour, WW1 
aircraft, a couple of cars and bikes, a tasty truck, a few WWII prop aircraft and added some bargain 
Airfix kits for sale……and so we had a display!! 

We set up fairly quickly and immediately sought refreshments before the show began. I had brought 
a new flask which emptied most of its contents on the floor before I had a chance to drink it!  Our 
location afforded us an opportunity right along the main isle to the rear exit of the hall which helped 
us shift a good number of kits to the public.   

   

Three views of the last Yeovilton table….you can see 18 foot in use here, 6 was use for kit sales!! 

The autumn show is accepted as being quieter than the spring equivalent and so it proved to be once 
again. However this year, the organisers had made several changes that drove away many traders and 
clubs with increased pitch fees and restrictions on ‘free’ wristbands.  Sadly, this killed the atmosphere 
during the day, with speculation rife among the traders and clubs as to the reasons behind the changes 
and the life expectancy of the show going forward. With the prospect of fewer traders, attendance 
was down significantly from previous shows. 

It didn’t take long to look around the show, so most of the day was spent at the table, or nearby. We 
sold a good number of our kit stock, one of the benefits of fewer traders I suppose. A few kits and 
accessories were purchased by the members, with Dave shifting one of his WNW kits as well. By 
3:00pm word had got around that the 2017 spring show was going to be the last. I spoke to a few 
traders who’d reported poor sales and some clubs packed up early, it was that quiet. 

Following the event, it was announced that the Autumn show was in fact the last show the museum 
were prepared to do, blaming for the most part, the clubs and traders. This is a sad end to what has 
been for many years, one of the best one day shows in the country, particularly the spring event.  I’m 
pleased to have attended the last show, as we certainly went out in style. 

I’ll sign off with a few images for you to enjoy…. 
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MY 2016 TELFORD….BY PAUL ADAMS  

The Scale Modelworld exhibition starts a few weeks before the actual event for the committee. 
Organising models for the table does seem to take an extraordinary amount of time, and it was only 
completed just a few days before we were due to travel to Telford. The labels were still being sorted 
out on Wednesday night…. 

With 7 of the team on hand, transporting the models was blissfully easy compared to previous years,  
and only required Gray to meet us at Tony’s house in Romsey to exchange models, pack the vehicles  
and head off up the M40 just after 10:00am. Before we left, Tony and I enjoyed a traditional bacon 
sandwich and latte courtesy of Sean – enough sustenance to endure the 3 hour journey!  Sorry you 
got left out Gray…. 

We arrived at the Holiday Inn car park at 13:40pm after delays on the M42 south road and M6. 
Typically, we should have taken our own advice and gone via the north route. Hey ho….Mark and Dave 
had arrived separately at more or less at the same time we did. We met with the Les Garagistes guys 
in the hotel lobby and we sought refreshments…..some of us restrained ourselves to a pleasant latte 
and biscuit, others, well let’s say they ‘started’ early!  

For this year, exhibitors were limited to 4 wristbands per club for the set up…or so we thought.  After 
registering and receiving our allocated 4, we were met with Mark in the queue, who had decided to 
see if he could blag another, and low and behold he did!!  So much for the tight restrictions…. 

Our table was quickly located in hall 2, nestled between the Southampton stand and Matador Models. 
The idea of the wristband restriction was for safety reasons, but the whole process still seemed like 
organised chaos to me….Our allocation of 12 foot double depth was filled with models in little time, 
but the tinkering took an eternity and without Gray’s and Richard’s presence, we were forced to leave 
some late adjustments to Saturday morning.  Despite being advised that Friday’s session was strictly 
for set up, we still witnessed folk walking around looking at club tables and checking out kit prices. We 
even had one guy photographing the table as we made adjustments at 
4:00pm…..arrgghh!!.....people!? 

We completed set up at 5:00pm….It had been a long day and so the evening was welcome, a time to 
relax and chill with a few beers and a meal out. This year we organised the group to eat together for 
the evening, and so the local Wetherspoon’s was chosen, not to everyone’s approval, but it did make 
for a fun time and it provided some reasonably decent grub that filled a void.  We retired back to our 
hotels around 9:30. When I got to the Holiday Inn, the majority of the Garagistes team had gone to 
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bed, so my expected crafty bedtime pint never happened! I never sleep well on the Friday before the 
event; I eventually nodded off around 2:00am. 

Saturday dawned to poor weather – heavy rain had moved in through the night and was still lingering 
following breakfast.   

After a light meal, I made my way to the hall at 08:00 at met with Mark and some of the les Garagistes 
team. The doors to hall 2 eventually opened at 08:08 which didn’t bode well for some of the other 
restrictions posed on building access. I was displaying one of my bikes on the Garagistes table, only a 
few rows away from the Romsey table, so with that out of the way, I could concentrate on readying 
our table.   

We had arranged to meet with Richard just after 
8:00 to collect his two carrier models. The traffic 
queues prevented him from arriving until 08:40. 
The doors were due to close at 08:45. If we 
didn’t get them in, in time, we’d have to access 
the event via the member’s entrance after 
09:00! We were informed that the hall 2 doors 
were closing in 1 minute when we got there at 
08:42….after explaining the problem we were 
given 5 minutes grace. Tony and I sped across 
the car park to an awaiting Richard. I drew the 
short straw (how did that happen??) and 

collected the Nimitz…Richard wasn’t kidding when he said it weighed 92000 tons! We made it back to 
the hall 2 door completely spent of energy to find the doors closed.  Tony’s second forceful bang on 
the door alerted the EC member inside and in we went. By the time I made it to the table I was barely 
able to keep hold of the Nimitz. Fortunately, it made it onto the table with assistance and I went for a 
lie down….     

Once Gray was in, we finalised the Saturday display, leaving 9 models in their boxes under the table 
for the next day. Soon enough after set up, members were flooding in, followed by the paying public. 
I don’t recall seeing such a busy Saturday, not in memory at least. It was heaving and activity around 
the trade stands was like the January sales.  

I escorted Richard and his Hornet up to the competition area, and once it was left in place in class 85, 
it was clear to see Richard had a great chance of success. My attention was immediately drawn to 
Stefano Marchetti’s latest 
masterpiece – a 1/8th scale 
levitating gas turbine Ferrari 330 
P4….scratchbuilt. Stefano’s work 
has been dominating the 
competition in recent years and his 
latest work was jaw-dropping. 
Exceptional models stand out and 
it was evident upon close 
inspection, that the model was 
likely to win the senior award.  

I got back to the table to find Dave 
had already been spending with 
the new Special Hobby Tempest II 
kit in his hands. The January sales 
fever continued with several kits 
finding a new home with Dave and Sean seemingly competing with purchases throughout the day! 
Modellers eh?? 

 

Stefano Marchetti's Ferrari must have left some entrants reeling!! 
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The hustle and bustle continued until very late in the afternoon and we found ourselves busy at the 
table all day. Many punters were drawn to the new models we had on show, including Gray’s Star 
Wars droids, Luke’s Woolbridge and club dioramas, Tony’s Shackleton and of course Richard’s Nimitz. 

The competition winners are announced at 3pm, so shortly after I made my way up the suite to 
discover Richard had won gold and Barry a silver. It was fantastic news, and much deserved 
congratulations went to both, well done fella’s. The senior award did indeed go to the Ferrari, but 
there were a few interesting choices by the judges. Andy Argents Window Shopping diorama only got 
a commended….astonishing. I couldn’t agree with best vehicle either, as there were two standout 
models in vehicles that were far superior. I might put my name forward for judging next year….  

I spent a considerable amount of time Saturday chatting with some fellow bike modellers and Steve 
Hemming from Hiroboy – it was an interesting 2 hours getting an insight into the workings of a 
successful model business – it’s certainly full on during his 5 day week,  14 hour days are often the 
case. While meeting up with Steve I was passed some paint I ordered and a new custom made base 
for my current project. Indeed shopping for me was a little disappointing as I couldn’t find a bike kit I 
was after and all the cheap 1/32 Mosquito’s had gone by lunchtime!  

It had been a tiring day and soon enough 6:00pm arrived and we were off to our respective hotels for 
the night. I dined with les Garagistes at a local Bella Italia, with the remaining Romsey guys meeting 
up in the town for some Italian food too. Captain Sensible (Mark) spent the night resting in his hotel 
room with a salad. In some respects I wished I’d of done the same!!  I limited myself to just 3 glasses 
of wine and a single Cointreau back at the hotel. A clear head was needed for the next day. I’m not 
sure Sean and Tony’s were so clear though….     

The weather on Sunday was much improved, and the clear blue skies were a welcome sight as dawn 
broke. I had breakfast with Mark, who looked refreshed after his restful evening. I still felt tired despite 
getting around 5 ½ hours of sleep. Another light breakfast and it was off to check out. I had already 
booked my room for next year on Saturday after reports that rooms were quickly being booked. There 
were just 9 left when I made my reservation.   

The plan on Sunday was to change a few models around to keep things fresh, so out came the HE219 
and to bed went the 32nd Mitchell. I swapped a car out and Gray followed up with his Hawk and C-57 
saucer. We moved some models that had been at the front to the back and our Sunday display was 
complete.    

Sunday was expected to be a little more relaxed after the Saturday stampede, and so it was, still busy 
but much more comfortable for everyone. Shopping was still on the agenda and after a 3 way at the 
table (I know...I leave them alone for just a few minutes...) Dave was armed with more cash. Sean had 
bought a 24th P-47 Jug the previous day but still wasn’t satisfied. His first WnW kit came courtesy of 
David! For the record I purchased a bottle of Alclad clear orange, a sheet of carbon fibre decal and two 
quick release fittings for my airbrushes. £20 in all….. 

Despite fewer visitors there was continued interest in our table all day, with plenty of passersby 
wanting to chat about various aspects of our work.  

Each year on remembrance Sunday, respect is paid the brave souls that have lost their lives or suffered 
terrible injuries in the line of duty. This year, the Last Post and Reveille were played to perfection. 
Complete silence was observed thorough the halls, with thousands observing the short service. It was 
very moving.   

As usual, I met up with the Garagistes team at 1pm to watch the outcome of the MotoGP finale at 
Valencia via iPad…it wasn’t the ending I’d hoped for again, with our boy coming home 4th….  

With the show closing soon, last minute bargains were sought and a final look around the models you 
missed on the club tables. 

The show closes at 4pm on Sunday, packing up went very well we were soon in our cars at about 
5:00pm. A timely message from Luke meant we avoided the chaos on the M42 and our alternate route 
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down the M5 offered a longer journey but without any delays at all. We arrived back at Tony’s just 
before 8:00pm, tired from the weekend, but nonetheless happy. 

The Scale Modelworld exhibition is never short of incredible models to witness, enthusiastic modellers 
to chat to, and hobby related kits and accessories to buy. It’s simply one of the best events of its kind 
in the world, and the footfall, especially on Saturday was staggering. The competition area never fails 
to both amaze and bewilder me, the standard of some peoples work is world class. 

The weekend was a huge success for Romsey Modellers. Our fourth show encourage more members 
along which made for a relaxing time at the table, and the chance to look around easier. The event is 
tiring, no question about that, but already I’m looking forward to the 2017 show. The new rules this 
year didn’t spoil the Friday set up for the most part, and the club members that sacrificed their days 
off, money and time were very well rewarded with the superb weekend.    

Thank you never seems to say enough, but thank you to Tony, Dave, Sean, Richard, Gray, Mark, Keith, 
Luke, Karl, Chris, Russell, and the group builders for their help in making our visit a success. . 

 

In competition….A 
breathtaking 1/72nd 
B17 – the bare 
metal finish was 
done to a very high 
standard… 

 

This 1/12th Fiat 
Mephistopheles 
was by far the best 
vehicle in 
competition, but it 
only won its class 
award.  I can’t 
fathom what the 
judges were 
thinking! 
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This Dauntless was 
in 1/18th scale and 
was spectacular. 
Detail was abound 
and together with 
superb painting 
made it one of my 
show favourites. 

 

This 1/48th 
Bubbletop P-47 was 
seen in the junior 
class for ages 16 or 
under… 

 

This lovely 1/35th 
Panther in winter 
white wash bagged 
a silver medal - the 
wet mud was very 
impressive…    
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This gorgeous 
1/72nd Flanker was 
disqualified due to 
the lack of kit 
instructions…..there 
was no leeway 
given…. 

 

The busy end of 
Stefano Marchetti’s 
Senior award 
winning 1/8th 
VSTOL Ferrari 
looked as if it would 
work, such was the 
complexity of the 
plumbing and 
wiring… 
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…AND FROM THE CLUB TABLES AND SIGS….  

 

An outstanding 1/24th 
Airfix Typhoon from 
Chris Evans of the 
Swindon club – the 
detail was superbly 
done as was the 
painting and 
weathering… 

 

The same modeller 
also built this 
incredible 1/12th 
Tamiya MP4/6 
Mclaren. It featured 
£300’s worth of Top 
Studio extras! 

 

Best display for me 
was from the Bomber 
SIG stand – the 1/72 
Mosquito’s were 
particularly well 
done… 
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Mike Easter of the 
Norfolk club built this 
1969 Alan Mann 
Racing Mk1 Escort 
from the Belkits 
Roger Clark kit which 
can be seen behind… 

 

This 1/32nd Tamiya F-
16 was brilliantly 
done – surely it’s won 
a competition or two 
somewhere… 

 

As you would expect 
there was plenty of 
armour on show – 
this 1/35th Stug had 
beautifully painted 
figures adorning it… 
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THESE ARE  THE DROIDS YOU’RE LOOKING FOR   

BY GRAY SHARPLING 

Or… 

 BANDAI 1/12 STAR WARS BB-8, R2-D2, AND C-3PO DROIDS  

Very unusually for me, as my little Star Wars 
period continues, this article sees me building 
multiple kits simultaneously.  Don’t all grab 
your chests and feign shock-induced heart-
attacks too much!  C-3PO comes as an 
individual kit, but little BB-8 from the new Star 
Wars The Force Awakens movie and R2-D2 
come as two mini-kits in the one box.  
Thinking to put these into a little tableau of 
the three droids together, I opted to attempt 
my first multi-kit project. 

C-3PO comes out-of-the-box already plated in 
a gorgeous glossy gold finish that is beautiful 
to behold, and I felt needed no alteration.  His 
surface finish would remain as-is.  But 
disappointingly the bare-metal areas of both 
BB-8 and R2-D2 were moulded in a dull grey 
plastic that cried out for a decent metallic 
finish.  So as an ulterior motive for this build, I 
thought I could use them as my first trial of the 
fairly new-to-market AK-Interactive Xtreme 
Metal paints.  I have tried the well-known 
Alclad’s in the past, and they were okay, but 
on the model I tried them on (Dragon’s Apollo 11 kit - see the September and October 2012 issues of 
the Romsey Modeller magazine) I wasn’t very impressed.  Maybe it was just me?  I know many 
modellers swear by them as the best thing since sliced-bread, but they stank to high-heaven (eliciting 
very vocal complaints from the wife), I had big problems with rub-off, and on the kit I was making, 
apart from the Chrome, I was hard-pressed to see any difference to my trusted old Tamiya acrylics.  I 
had heard good things about these new AK-Interactive Xtreme Metal paints, so I thought I would give 
them a try. 

 STARTING SMALL 

I thought I would start simple, and small, with the 
cutest and newest robot in the Star Wars universe - 
BB-8.  Like all the Bandai Star Wars kits, he comes 
moulded in colour, and even though his hemi-
spherical head was in two halves, the halves met 
along panel-lines, so there appeared to be no need 
to fill-and-sand, which would spoil the beautifully 
glossy and opaque finish, and also force me into 
unnecessary painting. 

 
Bandai can be moulded in up to four colours on one tree 
– white, orange, clear, and clear smoke in this example. 
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Bandai thoughtfully put most, if not all of the injection gates on points that would be inside the kit 
when assembled, and since all the parts looked like they met on panel-lines, it appeared that there 
would be no problems with painting most of the to-be-metal parts whilst still on the sprue.  I did take 
the precaution of cutting off most of the injection gates from most parts, leaving just one gate holding 
the part to the sprue in what I judged to be the best-hidden point on the part.  Only a couple of pieces 
needed to be completely removed from the sprue.  Strangely, BB-8’s little “arms” were moulded in 
white, so they needed painting too. 

 AK-INTERACTIVE XTREME PAINTING 

Similar to Alclad’s, AK’s new metallic 
paints advice they are best applied over a 
gloss black base coat.  I hadn’t bothered 
buying AK’s own Black Base paint at this 
point, and instead used good old Tamiya 
X-1.  I sprayed the AK Polished Aluminium 
over the black, and thought the result was 
very good indeed.  As good, if not better, 
than Alclad II, I felt.  I left them to dry 
overnight.  One point: whilst the paints 
themselves are much less smelly than 
Alclad’s, the matching AK Interactive 
Xtreme Cleaner IS just as smelly!  It works 
a treat, but the stink…! 

I got an ear-bashing from the wife, and learned that one needs the window wide open, a fan going, 
the extractor on the spray-booth going (okay, admittedly I probably do need to replace the filter in 
mine), and then throw any cleaner-soaked kitchen paper etc into the outside bin immediately! 

However, once dry, the effect of the AK Polished Aluminium was fantastic.  Better than I had personally 
achieved with Alclad’s.  But I also quickly discovered that, like Alclad’s, the AK paints do also suffer 
from rub-off just as badly.  Darn!  A quick touch-up with the airbrush, and I again left to dry overnight.  
Then the next morning, before I handled them at all, I gave the parts a coat of Humbrol Clear.  This 
didn’t seem to affect the metallic finish noticeably, and after drying overnight meant I could at least 
handle the parts, and it was on to construction. 

 BUILDING BB-8 

  
BB-8’s sub-sections coming together His “Ball” body coming together. 

With painting done, the construction of BB-8 is based around a (vaguely) cubic central core, to which 
the multi-coloured, multi-part outer panels attach to build-up his spherical shape.  Each panel has a 
uniquely-shaped keyed-locating-pin so it is impossible to put the wrong panel in the wrong place.  
Another minor word of warning, some of the sprue-injection gates connect direct to locating pins.  So 
be careful not to also cut off the locating pin when removing parts from the sprue…!  And before you 

 
AK Interactive’s Xtreme Metal Polished Aluminium 
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ask: yes, I did get caught out on one part before I noticed.  He also had a couple of small aerials on his 
head that were a little thick compared to the “real thing”.  However, at this scale, anything of the 
correct thickness would have been literally hair-fine, and far too fragile to stand on their own without 
bending or breaking.  So I had little choice but to leave them as-supplied.  Even then I still managed to 
snap one with my fat-fingered clumsiness - luckily, Bandai had thoughtfully provided two of each on 
the runners. 

As a touch of humour I wanted to display BB-8 giving his classic “thumbs-up” sign with his acetylene-
torch thingy.  Bandai had supplied the arm, but how to do the flame?  It would be tiny.  I found a scrap 
of clear acetate sheet, cut a miniscule little vague flame-shape, and glued it to the tip of the arm with 
white-glue.  When that had dried (clear), I then hand-painted the tiny “flame” with Tamia X-23 Clear 
Blue.  Not perfect, but I thought it gave the right impression. 

 LIGHTING-UP C-3PO 

To give C-3PO that little extra-something, and to deliberately make my life more difficult, I had 
purchased the lighting kit available from Tirydium Models to mount a pair of tiny surface-mount LED’s 
behind Threepio’s eyes.  I must give a quick shout-out to Tirydium Models, who were very helpful and 
quick getting replacement parts to me at no extra charge when a switch proved to be faulty. 

 

First I had to drill-out the mounting posts for the 
eye clear parts, and completely remove the inner 
support frame from the head rear-half to allow 
for the wiring.  Then the LED’s were inserted into 
the drilled-out support pins and held in place with 
white-glue.  After that, it was a comparatively 
simple matter of making tiny holes and channels 
inside the neck, body and leg to feed the very thin 
wires down and out through the bottom of his 
foot as the construction progressed. 

The only tricky part was the knee joint, where I 
had to be very careful to not trap the wires and 
yet still not let anything be visible.  But otherwise, 
overall construction was straight-forward, and 
required only a modicum of glue – mainly white-
glue so as to not have worries about marring the 
gorgeous shiny gold finish. 

Eye mounting posts drilled out. 

 
LEDs glued in place with white-glue.  

 

Before I mounted the face-plate, I used my new 
toy - a small set of punch-and-die stamps - to 
make two tiny (0.5mm) discs of thin plasticard.  
These I painted black, and then white-glued into 
the centre of each clear eye-lens from the back as 
the “iris” of Threepio’s eyes.  Then, when dry, I 
masked the eye-fronts, and sprayed Humbrol 
Glass Etch onto the back of each clear eye to 
“frost” the eyes and smooth-out the light-glow 
from the LEDs to reduce hot-spots.  His eyes were 
then mounted to the LED-posts and inner-frame, 
and the frame white-glued into place behind the 
face-plate.  Very pleased with the result. 

My new toy – a punch and die set. 
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Eyes with LEDs. Feeding the wires through Threepio’s body… 

Once built, I gave Threepio a light wash with Flory black just to give some definition to the various 
panels and grooves.  I very deliberately did not gloss-coat him, as I wasn’t sure how it might react or 
just dull the beautiful finish, so after wiping away the excess wash, I left him well-alone. 

 HUMBROL HITCHES 

To my eyes, it was obvious that R2-D2’s moulded-blue parts were too light in colour.  All the references 
seemed to show the blue as a distinctly darker shade than the supplied pre-coloured plastic, regardless 
of variations in ambient lighting, so those parts also needed to be painted. 

 

Tamiya didn’t have anything in their range that 
was quite right, and I didn’t want to even try and 
mix anything.  But looking off-range, it appeared 
that Humbrol 15 Midnight Blue appeared to be a 
much better match for the correct colour straight 
from the pot, and was available as both enamel 
and acrylic.  I had heard rumours of Bandai plastic 
not liking enamels, and I’d never tried any 
Humbrol acrylics before, so it was time to 
experiment once more. Clearly the wrong colour – far too light. 

What references did Bandai use? 

Things did not start well with the Humbrol acrylic.  On the pot, it said it was water-based, so I thinned 
it with water and sprayed directly onto the (admittedly very shiny) bare plastic.  I got some strange 
seemingly surface-tension-induced pooling so that the paint dried quite heavy in the middle of all the 
panels, but so thin as to be transparent on all the edges, resulting in a strange two-tone appearance.  
Not good!   

 

Maybe I had thinned too much, although 
the paint was quite viscous in the pot 
before thinning and I wasn’t sure it would 
go through the airbrush?  Or maybe I 
should not have thinned with water as 
the result appeared to be due to surface-
tension beading of some sort?  Or maybe 
it was just that the plastic was so shiny 
and smooth that the (water-thinned) 
paint couldn’t grip the surface, and so 
surface-tension took over? 

Strange surface-tension induced paint pooling? 
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This last option seemed the most likely to me.  So I raided the Bandai R2-D2 & R5-D4 kit in my stash, 
swapped-over the duplicate blue sprue-tree, and started again.  (If I ever want to build that second 
R2-D2, I’ll have to strip the pooled paint from the swapped parts, but I’ll worry about that another 
day.)  This time I primed the shiny blue plastic using Tamiya Grey Fine Surface Primer, straight from 
the rattle can.  This seemed to go down very nicely, evenly, with no surface-tension-induced pooling, 
and gave a very slight surface texture for the main colour to hopefully grip on to.  Once dry, instead of 
water, I thinned the Humbrol acrylic with good old Tamiya X-20A Acrylic Thinner to hopefully reduce 
the surface-tension, and tried again. 

  
Replacement parts primed… 

 
…and painted with the horrible Humbrol Acrylic. 

At least the colour is much better. 

It was marginally better, but still far from good.  In the end, it took three coats, sprayed as thin layers, 
and letting each layer dry a little before starting the next, before it completely covered the primer 
without pooling.  Yet from the pot, it was thick, gloopy, and even when thinned it stuck to the airbrush-
internals like glue, refusing to be flushed through, even with pure white-spirits.  I had to perform a 
complete strip-down clean every time I used it.  I also had a few minor detail panels that needed to 
be blue, so I also tried brushing it straight from the pot, and it was horrible to brush too.   It struggled 
to grip the plastic surface, streaking badly, and wasn’t self-levelling.  So in my very humble opinion, 
Humbrol Acrylics should be avoided at all costs!  I will have to be in extreme dire need before I try that 
brand again. 

 DISAPPOINTING DOME 

Disappointingly, R2-D2’s dome-head was supplied as two halves, front and back, with a very 
prominent join.  However, the “real” R2-D2’s head is one piece, so to hide the seam, filling and sanding 
was definitely required.  Since I intended to paint the silver parts anyway as part of my trial of the AK 
Xtreme metallic paints, the finish of the seam would need to be as perfect as I could get it.  Plus, just 
to make life more complicated, the construction sequence meant that some of the blue inset-panels 
had to be installed before the head-halves were joined together, thus making the whole head 
construction more complicated than it needed to be.  Thank you Bandai (harrumph!).  I am sure Bandai 
could have made the head in one piece and had the panels all added afterwards if they had thought 
about it a little more?  Not what we have come to expect from what are otherwise fantastically well-
designed and engineered kits. 

  
Dull grey moulded colour needed painting.  Inside-fit blue parts masked. Very visible seam on head. 
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Slightly exasperated, I had to mask and insert all the internally-affixed blue-panels, before R2’s head 
could actually be put together.  Mr Surfacer 1000 was used to fill the annoyingly-prominent join line, 
and when dry was sanded smooth and primed with Tamiya Grey Fine Surface Primer straight from the 
rattle-can.  I wasn’t 100% happy with the head-join on the first attempt, so a second sanding using my 
flex-i-file sander with fine and extra-fine tapes, and then a second primer-coat got the seam as invisible 
as I could manage. 

With the blue panels already masked, this time when the primer was dry I tried AK Interactive’s own 
Black Base coat.  Like the AK Xtreme Metal paints themselves, it’s sprayed straight from the jar; no 
thinning required.  The end-result was good, black and glossy, but for the amount of parts needed to 
be painted, I seemed to go through an awful lot of the paint – nearly half a whole jar before the parts 
were fully-coated!  And I was hard-pushed to see any difference to using good old Tamiya X-1 Gloss 
Black?  Anyway, I pressed-on and when touch-dry – just a few minutes later – on went the AK Xtreme 
Polished Aluminium.  Beautiful!  As before with BB-8, I was very impressed with the metallic finish that 
resulted.  Again I had to be very careful about ventilation and discarding the smelly cleaner-soaked 
paper towels etc immediately after I had finished cleaning the airbrush (so as to avoid getting another 
ear-bending from the wife), but the metal finish was wonderful to my eyes.  When a quality bare-
metal finish is required, these are definitely my new go-to paints I think.  The super-shiny finish did 
also high-light that my seam-work on R2’s head hadn’t been as perfect as I had thought, but you have 
to catch the light just right to see any issue, so I left it.  I wasn’t going to re-work the whole head now. 

  
First pass on seam, still visible.  Just. 

 
Second sanding pass, and painted in AK Interactive 

Polished Aluminium. 

Did the use of AK’s Black Base paint make any difference to the rub-off issues vs Tamiya X-1?  Being 
careful to not touch any visible surface when handling the parts (not wanting to repeat the mistake I 
had made with BB-8), I chose a non-visible section to deliberately test for rub-off resilience.  A little 
vigorous polishing showed that the finish would still rub-off, but it wasn’t as bad as I had feared.  
Whether this was due to the use of the AK Black Base paint, or the fact that I had left it to dry for a full 
48 hours before doing anything I am not sure though.  Anyway, before I did anything else, I made sure 
to give all the metallic parts a good coat of Humbrol Clear to protect them. 

 FINAL FITTINGS 

Once everything had dried though, like all Bandai kits, the world’s favourite droid went together like 
a dream.  Legs, head and dome were all constructed as separate sub-assemblies, which I glued with 
Tamiya extra thin as usual, although it wasn’t absolutely necessary.  Then the various sub-assemblies 
just pushed together at the end.  As usual, make sure you read the instructions carefully though.  Some 
parts have a definite right-way- and wrong-way-round.  Bandai show what look like little double-quote 
marks in the instructions to indicate where you need to pay attention to make sure you’ve got the 
part in the correct orientation or whatever.  The engineering is so precise that if you start struggling 
or something doesn’t fit, then it is you, not the kit, that is at fault. 
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Final construction of R2-D2. 

 BASIC BASE 

The base was to be very simple in concept, but 
still a little more work than I normally spend.  I 
started with a basic small picture frame, but I 
had to find one deep enough to hold the 
batteries for Threepio’s lights in the “back”.  
After masking the frame itself, I white-glued 
Bandai’s supplied stands into the sunken area 
on the “front”, and added the little clear cup-
like base supplied for the spherical BB-8 to keep 
him stable.  Then I smushed (technical term) a 
load of Polyfiller around all the gaps and around 
BB-8’s cup, keeping it slightly bumpy to look like rough desert, making sure to keep BB-8’s cup clean. 

Once the Polyfiller had dried thoroughly, it got primed with Tamiya Fine Surface Primer straight from 
the rattle-can.  Then I duplicated the same basic techniques I used on the base of my Forbidden Planet 
Cruiser last year to create a little section of Tattooine desert for the three droids to stand on.  A base 
coat of XF-59 Desert Yellow, followed by a random light dusting of XF-60 Dark Yellow, and X-26 Clear 
Orange to vary the tones.  Some fine sand and grit was glued in place with watered-down white glue, 
and a final coat of Vallejo Acrylic Matt Varnish was airbrushed to protect everything, and I called it 
done.  The droids were glued to the base using just a few tiny dabs of rubber cement.  Enough to keep 
them from sliding around, but deliberately weak enough to allow me to separate the droids from the 
base without damaging either if required.  Packing for transportation is going to be an interesting 
conundrum though. 

 CONCLUSIONS 

Like all Bandai kits, these droids went together beautifully.  They seem to be as screen-accurate as it 
is probably possible to get at this scale.  If you don’t want to, then no painting or glue is required, and 
you will still get a very nice little representation of the world’s favourite robots that will please 
anybody, and are great for encouraging kids to get into the hobby.  If you want to put in a little extra 
work, filling and sanding joins, painting where necessary, and gluing the parts for a sturdier result, 
then the outcome can be fantastic.  Like all Bandai kits, the fit and precision-engineering has to be 
experienced to be believed; and it doesn’t take that much extra effort to get something that really 
shines  << cough >>.  The AK Interactive Xtreme Metal paints are very good, with a great metallic finish, 
and I will be using them again for future projects instead of Alclad’s, but they do still suffer from rub-
off if you are not very careful. 

 
Basic base Polyfiller’ed and primed. 
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THE RUSSIAN TERMINATOR (PART 2) 
BY KARL SCAMMELL 

Part 1 covered the assembly of the hull and tracks. This article continues with the assembly of the 
upper turret, painting and weathering. 

UPPER TURRET ASSEMBLY 

The upper turret in keeping with the rest of the model is quite complex and therefore the manual 
breaks it down into a series of sub-assemblies. 

 I have found with this particular kit that the plastic itself is rather soft, which does cause a few issues 
when cleaning the individual parts up after removing from the sprues. Some of the smaller 
components such as the small hatch handles tend to readily distort and also become extremely 
difficult to cleanly remove from the sprue because of this problem. I decided to scratch build a few of 
the handles using thin wire because of this problem. 
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The first turret sub-assembly is the large lower section which interfaces with the hull. Next, is the 
30mm cannon assembly which includes photo etch spent shell ejector channels, the detail is quite 
amazing. 

  

The turret sub-assembly  Cannon sub assembly in progress 
 

 Once the cannons are in place, the 
next job is to fit the missile launching 
tubes on either side of the turret. 
Two tubes are glued onto a mounting 
plate prior to fitting to either side of 
the turret. The fitting of these tubes 
onto the mounting plate was a little 
tricky and requires care to ensure the 
tubes are located correctly.  The 
subsequent fitting of the tube 
launchers onto the hull gave no 
problems. The last jobs on the turret 
were the fitting of the aerials and 
sensor turret.  

The kit gives you the option to fit mine detection equipment which includes two mini dozer blades 
and electronic sensors, however, I decided against fitting it as I must admit my enthusiasm for the kit 
was starting to wane at this point. 

PAINTING  

The instruction manual gives three options in terms of paint schemes for the vehicle. I chose the three 
colour ‘splinter’ scheme, which consists of a base colour and two other colours applied randomly with 
hard angular edges. 

 

Side skirt showing the ‘Splinter’ scheme. 

 

Missile tubes located on side of upper turret 
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An initial coat of Halfords grey primer was applied prior to the base coat. Once this had dried, the base 
coat was applied. For the base coat I used Vallejo’s Model Air Sand Yellow (71.028). This is the first 
time I have used the Model Air range of acrylic paints and in terms of ease of application this is the 
best paint I have used. Vallejo state that you can spray the Model Air range without further dilution 
but I tend to additionally dilute with Acrylic thinner (MC-01) by 15-20%. Once the base coat was 
thoroughly dried (minimum 24hours) I then applied the second colour in this case Orange Brown 
(70.981) having masked off the required areas with Tamiya tape. I initially started with the side plate 
armour and then worked my round and over the remainder of the hull and turret. Once the second 
colour was applied in the required areas and fully dry, masking could then begin ahead of the third 
colour application. The third colour I used was Hull Red (71.039). Needless to say a large amount of 
Tamiya tape was used during masking. Once the main body of the tank was sprayed, I then proceeded 
with painting weapons, sensors and lights etc. For the weapons, I used Vallejo Metal Colour Gun Metal 
Grey (77.720). The glass and optics were given a coat of Tamiya clear blue(X23).  

For the tracks after an initial coat of grey primer, I applied an acrylic metallic steel base coat. This was 
followed by a spraying a light coat of rubber black all over and then applying Flory models brown wash 
twice, applied by brush.  

 

The hull after second coat. 

 

Painting complete, awaiting weathering. 

Once the spraying was complete, I attached the two mirrors and the aerial. 
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WEATHERING 

For the weathering I used Flory models Black and Brown washes with the black being applied first 
using an airbrush. Initially, I sprayed a light coat all over the model, with a second heavier coat applied 
selectively. This was allowed to dry and then selectively removed with water and brushing.  This very 
effectively toned down the overall finish. I then sprayed the Brown wash onto the skirts particularly 
concentrating the wash towards the lower half, as this would be where the greatest concentration of 
dirt would accumulate. I also applied the brown wash to the front and rear lower hull areas. Once this 
had dried, I again selectively removed the applied brown wash with water and brushing.  The last job 
was to seal the surface with an acrylic matt lacquer applied by airbrush. 

CONCLUSIONS 

One cannot fault the kit for detail which is extremely good, as we have come to expect with all Meng 
products. However, with detail comes complexity and this kit is quite challenging in terms of the build. 
This kit is certainly not suitable for a beginner and does require a fair amount of experience to be able 
to complete it to a reasonable standard. My main ‘gripe’ with this kit was the quality of the plastic 
which I found extremely soft and because of this a lot of the smaller components were extremely 
difficult to clean up. I initially thought that this may have just been an isolated problem with my kit, 
but I have heard from others in the wider modelling community who have built this kit that they have 
experienced similar issues with the plastic. 

Applying the ‘splinter’ camouflage scheme although time consuming in terms of masking was very 
satisfying in terms of the final result and well worth the effort. 

So, if you like a challenge then this is the kit for you. Me, I am looking for something slightly easier for 
my next armour build, a Takom AMX 13. 

Below pictures of the completed model. 

THE TERMINATOR 
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KEEPING UP WITH UPKEEP :FILM DAMBUSTER (PART 2) 
BY WILL BOOTH  

Well as you no doubt saw, G-George didn’t make the Revell competition some months ago.  Partly due 
to family birthday reason but more due to filling and masking! 

Masking the canopies was just tape and time-consuming.  I just followed the moulded lines, though 
these are not very prototypical.  It looks reasonably Lancaster-like but I think I’ll try a different method 
than cutting out tape for individual panes next time. 

Filling used up half a tube of Squadron Green.  Mostly this was due to the modifications, particularly 
infilling the side window divots and around the bomb bay insert.  The kit parts fitted together 
reasonably well, though the breakdown of parts meant a bit (a lot) of filling required around the engine 
nacelles.  Of course most of the green putty was then sanded off along with many of the rivets.  As it’s 
more of a character sketch of the film plane I decided not to rescribe the lost “detail”. 

I found a book in the library “Post-War Lancasters in Military Service” which (finally) provided a view 
of the movie Upkeep from the front.  This pretty much confirmed my earlier assumption that the 
shape is the original Upkeep “wood-barrel” shape, with no driving gear.  For visual enhancement on 
the film I think they dropped it further down to be more prominent, at least I have shimmed it down 
on mine for that reason. 

The same book confirmed my earlier suspicion 
that the colours (it even has a plan and profile) 
were grey / green rather than brown / green so in 
the end I decided to adopt that scheme. It 
certainly makes a different look for the Lancaster.  
I used the upper wing transfers from the kit 
though on the real planes red/blue proportions 
were a bit all over the place where they repainted 
the post war markings. 

On Britmodeller another guy had built a film 
Dambuster, though approached some of the 
mods differently.  He had suspended the model 
via Perspex searchlight beams so I decided to 
investigate this aspect further.  I couldn’t see any signs of the famous height-lights on any photos of 
the film aircraft.   

So in a flash of genius I watched the film (again) and discovered…no lights!  This seems to be how they 
do it on each test or bomb run: 

 Long shot of plane running in – no lights, lots of “tracer” 

 Close up of a spotlight turning on 
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 Straight down view of two lighted circles merging to figure 8 shape 

 Long shot of plane running in – still no lights, lots of “tracer” 

 Great, one less mod needed.  On with plan B, an old Airfix stand. 

A major benefit of the way this kit is designed is that you can keep the wings, fuselage and tail all 
separate until the last moment.  This makes handling, masking and painting much easier.  All these 
joints are quite stiff so it would almost be feasible to go without glue! 

It would be interesting to do a full-spec version with a modern kit, I believe the latest Airfix Dambuster 
kit includes the B.Mk.7 parts for “Just Jane” NX611.  But in the meantime I think I’ll go for something 
with less engines next…and a lot less canopy masking. 

  
 

REVELL (07408-0589) 1:25TH SCALE 2010 INTERNATIONAL LONESTAR KIT. 
BY NICK BURDEN 

PARTS ASSEMBLY 

Inside the good sized, heavy, lid and tray style 
box is 314 pieces. Nine sprues are moulded in 
grey plastic, three sprues are chrome plated, 
one sprue holds the clear parts, one sprue 
holds the rubber tyres and there is the radiator 
grill mesh. All parts are finely moulded with no 
flash but there 
are quite a lot of 
ejector pin marks 
that shall need 
attention. The 
instructions are of 

the A4 book style, consisting of 24 pages, with 88 construction stages, 
parts / sprues recognition layout, and two colour schemes. Scheme one 
is in the International LoneStar house colour. Scheme two is All Ways a 
removals and Storage Company in Washington. The decals are finely 
printed and numbered to assist with placement in the instruction sheet. 
Only Revell paint numbers are given throughout the instructions. Revell 
rates this at a skill level of 5.  
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 CTM 014 Conversion Set (Etch). 
o CTM 21-067 Exterior Details (Etch). 
o CTM 21-068 Details Set (Etch). 
o CTM 21-069 Interior details Set (Etch). 

 CTM 24070 International + MaxxForce Logos (Etch). 

 CTM 24111 US Modern Marker Lights x 2. 

 CTM 24099 MAN TGX Rear Lights. 

 KFS TQ-H7 Rockwell Hubs (Resin). 

 KFS TQ-147 Goodyear G741 MSD11R24.5 Tyres (Resin). 

 KFS PE-86 Snow Chain Hanger Set (Etch & Chain).  

  

CONSTRUCTION 

The ladder frame chassis, front and rear 
suspension, and axles were constructed as 
per the instructions, along with the drive 
shafts, and then a small amount of bolt 
detail was added using Plastruct hex rod. 
The chrome was stripped from the battery 
box, air tanks and fuel tanks, using the oven 
cleaner technique, and after stripping, all 
the strapping was removed from the air & 

fuel tanks, also the ends of the fuel tank brackets were hollowed out.   

These parts were then assembled, and when dry, attached to the chassis. 

The air tanks were then plumbed in together with the air suspension bags 
and brakes, using two sizes of plastic rod bent to shape, and thin 
electrical wire. 

Next the tool box come steps were assembled and attached to the 
chassis. 

Next was the KFS chain 
hanger box was folded into 

shape following the instructions, my only deviation was to 
install a couple of plastic struts into the box so that the 
chains would spread out. This was attached to the chassis 
and all was sprayed X-18 Satin  

Black. Whilst the chassis was drying, the engine was 
tackled next, this was built as per the instructions, but the 
rear of the timing chain cover was filled as this is moulded 
hollow. Now read this very carefully as I shall write it only once (All parts were primed with Halfords 
Grey Primer, and all colours used were Tamiya unless otherwise stated). The engine was then sprayed 
X-4 Blue and XF-56 Metallic Grey.   

The compressor comes moulded to the engine, and not very well, 
so I removed it and scratch built a 
replacement, together with the fifth 
wheel mounting plate. Various parts of 
the engine were pick out in the 
appropriate colours, when dry it was 
installed into the chassis along with the 
radiator and exhaust system, and the 
plumbing and wiring was done, all was 
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then weathered with my own grime wash. The tyres were 
painted XF- 85 Rubber Black, and rubbed with XF-54 Dark Sea 
Grey, finally all was dusted over 
Humbrol 103 Cream, with the 
airbrush on a low air and paint 
setting. Notice a wheel missing in 
the picture, the resin rim broke 

whilst gently fitting the resin tyre, not bad one out of eight. This just 
leaves the cab, all the detail was removed from the dash board, scratch built pedals were made from 
Plastruct, and painted Revell 47 Mouse Grey, Humbrol 103 Cream and wood effect, and then the CTM 

Etch was put in. This kit comes as an automatic but I wanted a 
manual shift, so I scratch built a gear stick made up of seven 
pieces.  

Various magazines and the box of the model were produced on 
my PC, scaled down, printed out and assembled for insertion into 
the cab. 

The seats were made up and painted XF-08 and Humbrol 103 
Cream. 

Curtains were folded out of paper also painted XF-08 Blue.  

A problem everyone seems to have with this kit is the gap between the cab and bonnet, so whilst test 
fitting these sections, it was less a gap, more a cavern. It appears to sit too high and to far forward. 

Firstly I sanded down the support just in front of the windscreen, 
next I reduced the 
thickness of the 
plastic on the 
mudguards part 
numbers F106 and 
F107, then I filled the 
gap that was left with 
plastruct and filler, 
but this still left a 
slight gap. It took me 
a while but I finally 

twigged it, and removed the two pieces of sprue from under the 
front of the bonnet as instructed in section 49 parts FA of the 
instructions, this lowers the front of the bonnet, in turn altering the 
angle of the rear of the bonnet to the front of the cab, closing up the last of the gap.   

So now to open the bonnet, lift and tilt. The cab was masked up and sprayed X-3 Royal Blue along with 
the bonnet. 

Once thoroughly dry the bonnet was masked using Frog Tape Delicate, and Alclad Chrome was sprayed 
on, the front grill was sprayed at the same time. When all had dried for a few days the home made 
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transfers were applied, and all sealed with Halfords Lacquer. The kit mirrors were improved using wire 
to replace the arms, and the windscreen wipers were replaced with etch ones. All these parts were 
attached to the chassis and weathered the same way as the chassis. 

That’s it tractor done, trailer next. 
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CLUB DIARY 2016 

2016 

November 16th  Annual Competition 
November 20th 

November 27th 
Middle Wallop Show  
Bugle Call 

December 7th 
December 21st  

Early Club Night 
Xmas Night 

  

Next Meeting: Wednesday November 16th         (8pm to 10pm) 

CONTACT INFO 

Web Site wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk  email info@romseymodellers.co.uk 

Club President   Paul Adams 
Club Secretary   Tony Adams Tel: 01794 519153 
Magazine Editor Tony Adams Tel: 07736555664  email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk 
Treasurer  Steve Edwards 
Competition Secretary   Sean Summers  

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication 

Tony Adams 
Paul Adams 
Russell Eden 
Nancy Hall 

Luke Hayes 
Richard Stewart 
Mark Husband 

FINDING US 

Ampfield Village 
Hall 
Morleys Lane 
Romsey 
Hampshire 
SO51 9BJ 
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